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Dear Gillian,  
 
 
LEGISLATING FOR A UK EMISSIONS TRADING SYSTEM  

 
My letter of 2 June informed the Committee that the negotiations between the Scottish 
Government and the other administrations on the future of carbon pricing in the UK 
after EU Exit had reached agreement to implement a UK Emissions Trading System 
(UK ETS). I am now writing to inform the Committee that legislation to implement the 
UK ETS is due to be laid in the Scottish Parliament on 13 July. This will ensure that a 
UK ETS can be operational from 1 January 2021, immediately after the end of the 
Transition Period marks the end of our participation in the EU ETS.  
 
The carbon pricing negotiations with the UK Government have taken place over a 
protracted period of 4 years since the EU Referendum, and many tumultuous events 
including pivoting to no-deal preparations on three occasions and most recently the 
Covid-19 pandemic response. Furthermore the new UK Government has taken a 
harder position on EU Exit and the future relationship with the EU - the Scottish 
Government regrets that the UK Government has not sought an extension to the 
Transition Period. In this unsettled context, progress on the Common Framework 
programme has suffered as a result, with frameworks in several policy areas delayed. 
That the UK ETS negotiations have reached this point of implementation reflects its 
significance to our climate ambition and recognises the importance of collective effort 
in tackling climate change. Therefore I am pleased that this UK ETS Common 
Framework will ensure we continue to have a carbon market for large greenhouse gas 
emitters from 1 January. 
 
Throughout the negotiations with the UK Government I have fought to ensure that 
Scottish interests are represented. As a result of my approach to the negotiations, I 
have been able to secure the following outcomes for a UK ETS:  
 



1. Accountability to the Scottish Parliament – the UK ETS will be legislated 

for using existing devolved powers available to all four administrations under 

the Climate Change Act 2008 part 3, rather than under the EU Withdrawal Act 

2018, as is the case in other areas.  Secondary legislation will be made via 

the Order in Council procedure, which means it will be laid in the Scottish 

Parliament alongside the other three legislatures, and if passed, then made at 

the Privy Council. Future instruments to amend the UK ETS will also follow 

this procedure. The only exception is reserved fiscal elements of the UK ETS 

which the UK Government will legislate for using Finance Act powers.  

2. Scottish Ministers’ oversight – Scottish Ministers are using their devolved 

powers in the Climate Change Act 2008 jointly with the UK Government and 

the other devolved administrations to legislate for a UK ETS. This ensures 

Scottish Ministers are directly represented in the UK ETS, and will continue to 

govern it as part of the collective “UK ETS Authority”.  All four parties will need 

to agree any future legislative changes. This ensure the UK ETS is 

accountable to Scottish Ministers directly, unlike in the EU ETS where the UK 

Government transposed it using powers in section 57 of the Scotland Act to 

legislate in a devolved area.  

3. Climate ambition – in the negotiations I argued for tightening the emissions 

cap compared to what it would have been under the EU ETS. I impressed on 

the UK Government that Scotland’s statutory targets are different, and that a 

UK ETS needed to be more ambitious. The proposed cap is 5% tighter than it 

would have been – this is an interim cap until the Committee on Climate 

Change has provided its full advice on the level of cap consistent with net 

zero as part of Carbon Budget 6 later this year.  I secured agreement that the 

joint Government Response commits to reviewing the cap as rapidly as 

possible – within 9 months of the advice, and implementing any changes to 

take effect in January 2024 at the latest. This achieves a balance between 

climate ambition and with the economic recovery from Covid-19. It allows a 

new market to establish but signals the direction of travel towards net zero, 

giving participants time to prepare. We would expect the EU ETS legislation to 

have to tighten to net zero on a similar timeframe, once the overall EU 

legislation to agree the net zero target for 2050 is agreed. 

However there are outstanding risks around carbon pricing:  
1. Reserved fiscal powers – the powers to auction allowances under the UK 

ETS are reserved and Scottish Ministers do not have any influence over this. 

Auctioning is a key to the success of the UK ETS providing a price signal to 

drive decarbonisation. Furthermore Scottish Ministers do not have any 

influence over how the UK Government uses the resulting revenue. I have 

continued to urge the UK Government to use this revenue to support industrial 

decarbonisation from UK ETS participants – as was available under the EU 

ETS Innovation Fund.    

2. Linking to international carbon markets – since entering into new 

international agreements is reserved to the UK, Scottish Ministers cannot 

guarantee the linking of a UK ETS to any other global carbon market. In 

particular Scottish Ministers are not involved in the negotiations between the 



UK and the EU on linking respective ETS as part of the wider negotiations 

over their future relationships. The UK Government’s negotiation position is 

that it “… would be open to considering a link between any future UK 

Emissions Trading System (ETS) and the EU ETS (as Switzerland has done 

with its ETS), if it suited both sides’ interests.” Whilst the UK Government has 

not explicitly stated a preference for a linked UK ETS, I have reiterated on 

several occasions my preference for this and continue to press the UK on this, 

because linking is key to the ultimate success of carbon markets to drive cost 

effective decarbonisation without deindustrialisation. Negotiations on rules for 

linking carbon markets under the Paris Agreement will lead to a global carbon 

market.  

3. Alternative carbon pricing mechanisms – the UK Government continues to 

prepare for two alternative, mutually exclusive carbon pricing mechanisms – 

the UK ETS and a reserved carbon emissions tax (CET). I have repeatedly 

expressed to the UK Government my opposition to CET which would remove 

accountability for this significant policy with a devolved purpose, to the 

Scottish Ministers and Scottish Parliament. This would contravene the 

Common Frameworks principles agreed by all four administration at JMC(EN) 

in October 2017.  I have repeatedly expressed my dissatisfaction that despite 

my decision to jointly establish a UK ETS with the UK Government, it 

continues to actively plan to undermine this. And I have repeatedly pressed 

the UK Government to explicitly clarify its intentions with CET - as a 

contingency or a rival to the UK ETS.  It has not given any clear answer.  

I recommend the UK ETS to the Scottish Parliament because it is a significant 
mechanism to deliver on Scotland’s statutory targets that remains accountable to the 
Scottish Parliament – and remains the best route to enabling Scotland to link with the 
EU and larger global carbon markets. Joint action with the UK Government and the 
other devolved administrations requires compromise, but collective effort is needed to 
ensure an effective carbon market that decarbonises our economy without risking 
carbon leakage to other countries. The future evolution of the UK ETS, once it has 
been established, has scope for further innovation and amendment to ensure it 
delivers our net zero ambitions.  

 
Yours Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 

ROSEANNA CUNNINGHAM 
 


